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About This Software

3DMark includes everything you need to benchmark your hardware. With its wide range of benchmarks, you can test everything
from tablets and notebooks to the latest 4K gaming PCs.

3DMark is for gamers, overclockers and system builders who want to get the most out of their hardware. When you buy
3DMark on Steam you unlock all the tests, settings, and features in 3DMark Advanced Edition.

 Better benchmarking with 3DMark

The right test every time
We've made it easy to find the right test for your PC. 3DMark automatically scans your hardware and recommends the best

benchmark for your system.

Choose your tests
3DMark grows bigger every year with new tests. When you buy 3DMark from Steam, you can choose to install only the tests

you need.

Hardware monitoring
Detailed charts show you how the CPU and GPU temperatures, clock speeds, and the frame rate changed during your

benchmark run.

Custom settings
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Explore your PC's performance limits with custom benchmark settings. Make the tests more or less demanding by changing the
resolution and other settings.

DirectX 12 Benchmark Tests

Time Spy - DirectX 12 benchmarks for Windows 10 PCs
With its pure DirectX 12 engine, Time Spy is the ideal benchmark for testing the DirectX 12 performance of modern gaming

PCs. Time Spy Extreme, the world’s first 4K DirectX 12 benchmark test, is perfect for benchmarking the latest high-end
graphics cards and new processors with 8 or more cores.

Night Raid - DirectX 12 test for integrated graphics
Night Raid is a DirectX 12 benchmark for testing and comparing PCs with integrated graphics and Always Connected PCs
powered by Windows 10 on ARM. This is an ideal test for laptops, notebooks, tablets and other mobile computing devices.

Port Royal - Real-time ray tracing benchmark
3DMark Port Royal is the world’s first real-time ray tracing benchmark for gamers. Use Port Royal to test and compare the real-

time ray tracing performance of graphics cards that support Microsoft DirectX Raytracing.

DirectX 11 Benchmark Tests

Fire Strike - For high-performance gaming PCs
Fire Strike is a showcase DirectX 11 benchmark designed for high-performance gaming PCs. Use Fire Strike to test dedicated
gaming PCs, Fire Strike Extreme for high-end systems with multiple GPUs (Crossfire/SLI), or see if your PC is ready for 4K

gaming with Fire Strike Ultra.

Sky Diver - For gaming laptops and mid-range PCs
Sky Diver is a DirectX 11 benchmark that is ideal for testing mainstream graphics cards, mobile GPUs, integrated graphics and

other systems that cannot achieve double-digit frame rates in the more demanding Fire Strike test.

DirectX Legacy Benchmark Tests

Use Cloud Gate to test the performance of older notebooks and home PCs with DirectX 10 compatible hardware. Use Ice Storm
and Ice Storm Extreme to compare DirectX 9 compatible notebooks and tablets.

Feature Tests

NVIDIA DLSS feature test - Compare DLSS performance and image quality
Deep Learning Super Sampling (DLSS) is an NVIDIA RTX technology that uses the power of deep learning and AI to improve
game performance while maintaining visual quality. This feature test helps you compare performance and image quality with

and without DLSS.

API Overhead feature test - Compare the latest graphics APIs
The 3DMark API Overhead feature test is the world's first independent test for comparing the performance of DirectX 12,

DirectX 11 and Vulkan. See how many draw calls your PC can handle with each API before the frame rate drops below 30 FPS.

Stress Tests

Check the stability of your system
Stress testing is a good way to check the reliability and stability of your system after buying or building a new PC, upgrading
your graphics card, or overclocking your GPU. Stress testing can also identify faulty hardware or the need for better cooling.

Main features

Easy to use, no technical know-how needed.
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Works with all types of PC, from desktops to tablets.

Includes all benchmarks, stress tests, and feature tests.

Explore your PC's performance limits with custom runs.

In-depth hardware monitoring graphs.

Automatically save your results offline.

Demo features

Test your PC with Time Spy, Night Raid, Fire Strike, Sky Diver, Cloud Gate, and Ice Storm.

Other benchmarks, features, and settings are locked.
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The biggest problem I have with Blood Waves is the bizarre decision to use awkward survival horror shooting mechanics. This
kind of third person, aim down sights combat, helped create tension and panic in old horror games, but in a fast paced
arena\/horde game like this it\u2019s horrible. You want run and gun third person shooting here (check out the combat in my
first impressions video).
https:\/\/youtu.be\/D7PgiHYMYQI
I also have a problem with the rogue-like nature of death being the end of your run. This game doesn\u2019t have a save state
either so you can\u2019t quit out and continue that run at a later date. This would be bearable if the game was designed as a
rogue like, with great variety in each run, but it isn\u2019t.

I\u2019m not really sure those two things can be altered in early access as they\u2019d warrant changing the essential game
mechanics, but the promised new maps will help a little with the later. I\u2019ve included more suggestions in my video but key
rebinding is a must and a more animated main character would be nice.

If you could fix all my main issues there might be something interesting and fun here, but as of now there is no reason to play
this over something like Orcs Must Die or any number of Zombie games.. Pros:

+ A nice setting, set in a rural town.
+ Has an intriguing and emotional plot that for me is not too dramatic and has a mix of supernatural and mystery.
+ You get to see the impact of your choices. There is no bad or good choice and there is certainly no 'useless' choice in the
game. Makes it a plus in replayability.
+Characters are well written, realistic and likable (most of them) in their own right. Even Yves and Clothilde shows kinder sides
to them if you are able to see it (How you shape Daphne's personality in the game)
+Artwork is very beautiful. It has lots of different illustrations and the sprites are nicely drawn. You can tell how much work
they have done with their art.

Cons:

I only have one major con for this game. Now just to inform you unlike most Visual Novel this game does not allow you to
backtrack in your game play. Meaning once you choose a choice or move forward in the game, you cannot go back, you cannot
save any part of the game and go back and choose another option, what you choose, you'll have to stick with it through the end.
If you want to get another ending or outcome you'll need to play from scratch. Now this itself can be annoying but The
developers did say that this is done to add weight to your decision, Make you think harder on what options to pick. I can accept
this argument. The story itself is not so long that it will be a burden to replay from the beginning to get all the endings.

What makes this a problem though is that there is no skip button. Now if you are required to play the game from scratch
multiple times to complete the game it would be nice to give this game a skip button. Since it is incredibly annoying to force us
to continuously click multiple times or press the space key to move forward. And if we make a mistake/accidentally press the
wrong option the back to the beginning and more clicking or space spamming. I don't think it will ruin the immersion for giving
us the option to skip read text after all we wont be reading the read text when we are continuously clicking or pressing the space
bar.

Overall I'd recommend this game. Daphne regardless of how you shape her up in the end is a charming MC and the artwork is
really lovely with a nice and moving story to boot.. awesome little game -- i like it :-). Wanna build your own
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 car?
Wanna brew your own kilju ?
Wanna have a nice talk with your grandma ?

Then is the game is perfect for you!
SATANA!. Please do not support this game. At first it seems like a cool game and fun. But after you get into it you cannot
really do anything worth while unless you have no life and can play 24\/7 and if you are willing to spend hundreds of dollars if
not thousands on buying cards. The staff that support this game are crooks all the way up to the producers. They will do things
with your account and say too bad so sad we messed you up it is our fault but too bad you can suffer no matter how much they
messed you up or how much money you spent or time on the game.
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To even be in the top houses which seem to be all be run by the most arrogant ignorant gang like thugs. People seem to support
and follow these people yet a lot of these people are not even good at the game or are very nice people or even have any kind of
good leadership qualities. Yet people follow them and they run the show like a cult. And if you are not in it forget ever winning.
After years of play you really end up with a bad experiance in the end. Takes a year just to finish the first glory round even if
you do make it and the map is dominated. Maps usualy become totaly dominated by one group of people and thats it. Do not
expect fair play from players or the staff.

Do Not Buy this game and waste your time and money. So many better games out there.. floor is a thing. As of November 2016,
when you launch the game from steam for the first time with the DLC purchased, it will pop up a window asking if you want to
enable the DLC. Click yes and it will enable it. You dont have to copy paste anything etc. I just thought I would mention\/clear
that up, as many of the reviews seem to indicate they couldn't get the DLC to work and it seems to work fine\/automatically as
of now. As for the actual content, if you like the game, snag the DLC for sure, especially if its on sale.. It's quite a fun game, but
there are quite a few bugs and mistakes which for such a simple game makes it really expensive if you are paying 5 quid. The
"Dutch" flag in the game is actually the Russian flag, the Dutch is really bad so I switched back to English but for the rest I've
been enjoying it so far. Simple yet fun, but in retrospect a bit too expensive for what you get.
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Good at once.. This is a review of Elite units of the east for Empire Total War

This is somewhat of an iffy one, if you really like the ottoman empire then it is really a must, with alot of powerful milita units
such as Palastani auxilires and alot of light infantry irregluars, If you are not into this kind of factions (maratha units are in it
too) then pass on this one, i still recommend it

Units: Armenian archers (Ottoman), Kardawi (maratha), Cario jannisaries (Ottoman), Cicurrian armored cavarly (Ottoman),
Hayduet Irregulars (Ottoman), Libyan Golag (Ottoman), Mounted Nizam Cedet (Ottoman), Palastanie auxilires (Ottoman),
Poligar (marathas), Raja Zimbardi (Marathas), Wallichan boyars (Ottoman). I bought this DLC for 2 reasons. 1) The skins are
cool and you get tokens. 2) The developers truly deserve to be paid for a free to play game that is incredible in its current state.
Keep up the fantastic work devs!. One of my favourite shooting games for the VIVE. Videos don't do it justice. Well executed
and well optimized. Tip - Shoot the logo on the billboard to teleport to a dark road area! Hardcore Night mode really gets you on
edge! Once you unlock the rifles you can really start mowing them down at a rate of knots!!. Really easy, and short, but very
fun. Just wish they released the whole surgeon simulator game for VR.
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